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Anew Laundry Detergent Volume Pricing

This pricing is for pallet orders of Anew Laundry Detergent. A single pallet order includes (80) five gallon 
buckets. Our pricing structure is broken into two prices, with delivery and customer pick up.

All pallets orders are sold on a prepay basis and can be ordered online at www.bulkessentials.biz, cash 
deposit, money transfer. Once the order is placed please allow the appropriate turnaround time for fulfilment.

Supplied buckets are gray with the Lowes logo on one side.

Current Pricing: $15 Retail / $12 Wholesale per bucket. Prices can increase due to overhead and production.

Pricing

One Pallet (80) Five gallon buckets) Picked Up            $947.00
One Pallet (80) Five gallon buckets) Delivered          $1047.00

- Turnaround (3 Business Days)
- Savings (.15 per bucket @ $11.85 ea.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2 Pallets (160) Five gallon buckets) Picked Up           $1872.00
2 Pallets (160) Five gallon buckets) Delivered           $2072.00

- Turnaround (6 Business Days)
- Savings (.30 per bucket @ $11.70 ea.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3 Pallets (240) Five gallon buckets) Picked Up          $2772.00
3 Pallets (240) Five gallon buckets) Delivered           $2972.00

- Turnaround (10 Business Days)
- Savings (.45 per bucket @ $11.55 ea.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

4 Pallets (320) Five gallon buckets) Picked Up           $3648.00
4 Pallets (320) Five gallon buckets) Delivered            $3898.00

- Turnaround (10 Business Days)
- Savings (.60 per bucket @ $11.40 ea.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________  
5 Pallets (400) Five gallon buckets) Picked Up           $4500.00
5 Pallets (400) Five gallon buckets) Delivered            $4800.00

- Turnaround (15 Business Days)
- Savings (.75 per bucket @ $11.25 ea.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Detergent Only (customer supplies buckets & lids)               $8.00 per/bkt
 
- Minumn order (40 buckets)
- Delivery is extra depending on (distance and # of buckets)


